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IT’S A GAS!  

The following article under this title was written by Bob Wiggins and appeared in the  
March 2016 issue of The  Chichester Society Newsletter of which he is Editor 

The ‘gas industry’ does not seem to be the most en-
gaging subject, but the late 60s and 70s were truly a 
time of ground-breaking engineering developments 
in the UK in what was then a nationalised industry. I 
want to laud these largely unknown or forgotten 
achievements. 

The Coming of Natural Gas 

Interest in using natural gas can be traced back to 20 
January 1958 when the British Methane Company 
was established (registered in the Bahamas for tax 
reasons - so nothing new then) to convert a ship for 
the trans-port of methane gas from the United States.  
 
Subsequently supplies came from elsewhere, but 
such sources were soon overcome by developments 
in the North Sea with major finds confirmed in 
1966.  

Need for Engineering Research 

At the time the gas industry consisted of twelve au-
tonomous Area Gas Boards and the Gas Council, 
responsible for the industry’s research. The existing 
three research centres tended to concentrate on 
chemistry and reactions, when the emphasis needed 
to change to metallurgy and physics with the in-
creasing interest in gas transmission and distribu-
tion. Thus the Engineering Research Station (ERS) 
came about. Designed by northern architects Ryder 

and Yates in 1965 it was constructed between 1966
-67. The building was, and still is, of striking de-
sign and was listed Grade II in 1997. 

Recruitment 

ERS was headed by John van der Post (son of Lau-
rens) and starting from scratch he had to recruit a 
range of talented engineers and scientists tasked 
with tackling many unknowns, relating principally 
to the transmission of high pressure gas and finding 
replacements for cast iron gas mains. I joined to 
head an Information Group developing a variety of 
technical and administrative services for the Sta-
tion and getting the results of its research out to the 
Area Gas Boards (later Regions). My time there 
spanned just over the decade from 1967.  

Major Challenges 

The challenges were great. In the United States, for 
example, the fracture of some higher pressure pipe-
line had caused cracks to propagate for miles and 
ways were clearly needed to prevent this happen-
ing. 
 
Also there were questions round the use of plastic 
to replace the cast iron mains, how to detect buried 
pipe work and what can be done to inspect the inte-
rior of pipelines once in operation. These questions 
had to be tackled at a time when computing  facili-
ties were limited. 

Engineering Research Station, Killingworth, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne 



 

  

Pipeline Fracture Research  

Pipeline fatigue is gradual weakening of the pipeline 
structure as cycles of stress are applied and accumu-
late in service; the stress being typically concentrat-
ed at discontinuities of some kind. Pressure testing 
pipelines using water (hydrostatic testing) can either 
eliminate any defect that might threaten its ability to 
sustain its maximum operating pressure or to show 
that none exists. ERS built on work undertaken at 
Battelle in the USA and used probabilistic methods 
to determine the risk factors for pipe failure due to 
different types of defect in the structure. These find-
ings were then used to develop pragmatic industry-
wide standards laying down maximum stress limits 
to obtain the desired life for the pipeline. 
 
Theoretical 
work was 
backed up 
by full-
scale tests 
at the 
Spadeadam 
site near 
Carlisle 
where the 
fracture 
process 
could be 
followed and filmed. The facility was set up by ERS 
and continues to this day, situated in 50 hectares of 
Ministry of Defence land. It is now run by a Norwe-
gian company. 

Online Inspection  

Periodic hydrostatic testing to ensure ongoing pipe-
line integrity is impractical and a means for regular 
internal inspection was required. A variety of com-
mercial so-called ‘pigging’ tools were tested by 
ERS, but found to be inadequate. So in 1974 they 

 

Steel pipeline explosion at Spadeadam 

‘Intelligent pig’ configuration 

decided to design and build their own ‘intelligent 
pigs’ to travel independently inside the pipes driven 
by the gas flow. Major advances in defect and cor-
rosion detection were made using digital technolo-
gy, ultrasonics and other techniques to look for de-
fects, measure wall thickness and assess corrosion. 
By 1980 the pig ‘farm’ had its own premises and 
around 250 staff on the project. 

Adoption of Plastic Pipe 

The main problem with any metal pipe is it suscep-
tibility to corrosion, so plastic material offered a 
solution. Research initially focused on both PVC 
and polyethylene with tests undertaken that were 
similar to those for steel piping. Polyethylene won 
out, and is now the standard for lower pressure gas 
piping being available in roll form for easy laying 
and readily joined by fusion welding. Alongside 
this work means of detecting buried plastic pipe 
were developed based on ground penetrating radar 
as electromagnetic techniques cannot normally de-
tect non-metallic pipes. 

South Street: Polyethylene pipe ready to be laid 
(picture taken 8 February 2016) 

So what happened later? 

Most of the work at ERS was research and develop-
ment and was due at some time to come to an end 
as the results of its work were transformed into day-
to-day operations. With all the expertise that exist-
ed, and the teamwork that had developed over the 
years, there was interest in preserving this – and 
ideally in the locality. Thus four senior engineers 
from ERS formed Macaw Engineering in 1996. To-
day it has over 80 engineers, operations overseas 
and is expanding further – so thankfully the DNA 
of ERS lives on. 
 
The building itself was bought by North Tyneside 
Council on 29 April 1997. 


